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Dear LWA Family,

The air of August was filled with the scent

of patriotism as we hoisted the National flag

on Independence day. The Scouts and Guides,

cubs and bulbuls conducted the cultural

program. The entire School is all set and

geared up for the mega event of

'DASAMAYA‘, our Decennial year celebration.

Our students participated and won prizes on

the inter school karate competition hosted at

LWA, and at the culturals at SGPS.

Special assemblies for Onam and Raksha

bandhan were celebrated. Dear readers, as

you enjoy our August newsletter, do mark

your calendar to be a part of our celebration

on Saturday, September 16, 2023.

-Ms.Santhi Swaminathan

FROM OUR PRINCIPAL’S DESK
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Independence Day Celebration @ LWA
The 77th Independence Day was memorialized in our school by the ”Scouts and Guides” team with

great enthusiasm and patriotic fervor. In the presence of gathering, the National Flag was hoisted by

our Principal Mrs. Santhi Swaminathan followed by the cultural programs. Scouts and Guides of LWA

presented patriotic songs and dance. Speeches were given by the teachers in English, Tamil and

Hindi. Our Principal addressed the gathering and subsequently handed out the certificates to Cubs,

Bulbuls and Scouts and Guides those who have participated in the Overnight Workshop in Alandur

and Tritiya Sopan Training Camp in Singaperumal Koil. The program was concluded with Vote of

thanks by the Head Boy. Eventually, sweets were distributed to all.
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Yuvamanthan - G20
Lightworkers Academy organized the “Yuvamanthan Model G20” on August 19th 2023.A unique

initiative for youth to excel in public speaking diplomacy and strategy. The summit witnessed the

participation of 40 students acted as leaders of G20 nations in an actual G20. They acted like

leaders of the world and worked together to create strategy for “Sustainability, Peace and

Growth”. India’s G20 Presidency works to promote the universal sense of oneness. Hence

Yuvamanthan Model G20 theme is “One Earth, One Family, One Future – Vasudhaiva

Kutumbakam”. The theme of our meeting was – “Climate Change and Disaster Risk Reduction:

Making sustainability a way of life”. On this occasion, the Chief Guest Ms. M.U.Parimala

Amudhan, the Principal of Maharishi Vidya Mandir school addressed the gathering. The event

began devotionally with lighting the lamp followed by a music and dance performances. Two

meetings had taken place –Firstly, Agenda meeting where the head of states discussed a sub-

theme to be picked up. Secondly, the Track meeting in which Tracks brought forward the strategies.

Each team got a limited time on the microphone to explain their point of views and why the world

needs it? The delegates inculcated the skills of team building, strategic thinking, public speaking,

economic negotiations, research & analysis, international diplomacy etc. The prizes were

distributed to the winners and the event was concluded with the vote of thanks followed by the

National Anthem.

Dear Principal Madam,

It was an excellent opportunity for my daughter A.Jayasri to talk about Shri V.O. Chidambaram

Pillai on the occasion of 77th Independence Day. It is indeed an opportunity for me to instill

nationalistic feelings in her and make her realize the importance of Independence Day. I sincerely

thank Principal Ms.Santhi Swaminathan for choosing Jayasri for this event and giving her this

opportunity to speak about one of the greatest Tamil freedom fighters.

With Thanks and Sincere Regards,

Siva Prasad AVS,

Jai Hind.
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Our school in partnership with xQ Video Lab is presenting India's First Art - Integration Video

Olympiad, where children demonstrate their understanding of academic concepts using Video -

creation skills that they are learning in the xQ Video Lab. Registration is FREE for xQ Video Lab

partner schools and the last date to register is August 31st 2023. The students of classes 3 to 9

enrolled individually by filling out the online Olympiad registration google forms. The video

submission window was opened from August 25th 2023 and it will be based primarily on Stop-

Motion Animation Techniques covering the subjects - Science, Mathematics, Social Sciences,

Languages, General Knowledge and others. The participants will be issued Participation certificates,

Access to Art-Integration Video Olympiad E-book, Video - creation lessons & practice drills. They

will have a chance to compete and win badges and prizes. A video on honouring “5 Great Indian

Freedom Fighters” was done by our students using “Green screen Technology” on the event of

Independence Day and also a video on “Water Conservation” was done based on “Stop Motion

Animation” Technique. The videos can be viewed on xQ Video Lab Application and here are a few

glimpses of it.

Art Integration Video Olympiad
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Raksha Bandhan Special Assembly by 
Class III

“Raksha Bandhan” - the festival of love, care and protection between siblings is one of India's most

cherished celebrations. “Raksha Bandhan’ means ‘Bond of Protection’. On this day sisters tie ‘Rakhi’

on their brother’s wrist as a mark of affection. Raksha Bandhan special assembly was presented by

Class III on August 31st 2023. The assembly began with the passages in English, Tamil and Hindi

on the importance of siblings’ love. An English thought and the list of news had summed up the

speeches for the day. With their bright outfits and innocent smiles, the dancers had already caught

the audience’s attention as they were getting ready for their performance. The dancers had indeed

captivated the audience till the end of the song. The day was very memorable and vibrant. The

program ended with scripture reading followed by National Anthem.
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Onam Special Assembly by Class V-A
“Onam festival” was celebrated at Lightworkers Academy in a grand manner. The backdrop was

well organized with colourful pictures of Onam festival. Students of Class V-A rendered melodious

Onam songs. Students delivered their passages about the significance of Onam festival in English,

Tamil and Hindi. The role of “Raja Mahabali” was performed by one of our students which was a

good entertainment to the audience. Our principal Ms.Santhi Swaminathan enlightened the

significance of Onam and appreciated the performance of the students.
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Independence Day Special Assembly by 
Class IX-B 

Participating in the Independence Special Assembly was an unforgettable experience filled with

“Patriotism, Pride, and a Sense of Unity”. The assembly was organized by the students of Class IX-

B to commemorate our Nation's 77th Independence Day and to instill a deeper understanding of

the significance of this historic event. The assembly featured a variety of performances, including

dances and songs. Being on stage, under the spotlight, was both nerve-wracking and exhilarating.

The assembly started off with a song and proceeded with the speeches. The speeches held

emotions woven together by words. The dance performances were not just passive spectacles, they

engaged the audience actively. It was finally concluded with the scriptures. Participating in the

assembly was a deeply rewarding experience. It allowed us to connect with the audience,

contribute to the assembly's objectives and reignite our patriotism for our Nation.
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Parakram Competition 2023 @ Sree 
Gokulam Public School

Parakram was conducted by Sree Gokulam Public School, Chengalpattu on August 24th and 25th,

2023 for the students of class IX to XII in which 20 schools participated including our school. Various

competitions were held such as Block And Tackle, Ad zap, Group Dance, Modified Cricket Channel

Surfing, Ship-wreck, Invitation designing, Meme Creation on Day 1. Band, Adaptune, Face painting,

Green screen, Story making, Photography, Mini-squid on Day 2 respectively.

Prize Winners of LWA:

Day 1:

 J.Kavya of class IX bagged 3rd prize in Invitation designing.

 V.Kishore of Class IX got 3rd prize in Ship-wreck.

Day 2:

 R.Rakshitha and K.R.Darsana of Class X bagged 3rd prize in Adaptune.

 Varsha Ashwin of Class X got 3rd prize in Story making.

 Sai Amirtha, Subhasmita, Anu keerthana, Linneysha and Livya got 2nd prize in Mini-squid.
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Inter School Karate Championship 2023 
“The Inter School Karate Championship 2023” was held at Lightworkers Academy, Uniworld City. It

was conducted by Lion kyoshi M.P.Sudharsan, the founder of the Legend Martial Arts Association

of India. Around 35 schools participated in the event. Ms. Padmashree , Co-ordinator of LWA

distributed the trophies to the winners. Our Principal Ms. Santhi Swaminathan congratulated the

winners.
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In Class Activity by Class VI B -
“Wallpaper project” 

The students of class VI-B have done a wallpaper project on the excavation of Adichanallur

archeological site. This is an ancient Iron-age burial site located in the Thoothukudi District of Tamil

Nadu, situated along the banks of the Tamirabarani River. It holds significance in showcasing the

megalithic culture.
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In Class Activity by Class VII - “Wallpaper 
project” 

A wallpaper project is an interesting activity through which research can be done on particular

topics of interest. Students of class VII have done this project as In-class activity on the topics Water

borne diseases, The new educational schemes introduced by the Government of Tamilnadu, Social

Issues in India, Health Schemes in Tamilnadu and Legislative Assembly.
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Faiza farook of Class VII secured 5th place in “International 

open FIDE tournament” held at Alpha International and  

Matriculation Hr.Sec.School,Chennai.  

Talent corner

Udhayanidhi of Class VII secured 5th place in “Inter School Open 

Chess Tournament” held at New Prince Shri Bhavani College of 

Engineering and Technology.
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“DASAMAYA – Sep 16 2023”
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